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Carlton Haywood
Ann Mech
Celeste Huecker
Dipper Wettstein
Joan Holloway

Jan 24, 2017, 7:00 pm CA Maintenance Facility
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Attendance
Bill Santos
Stuart TenHoor
Allan Waschack
Anne Fairbairn
Janet Schultz

X

Sheri Fanaroff(CA)

Time
7:00 pm
7:05 pm
7:10 pm

Topic
Review Agenda
Review & Acceptance of Minutes
Member Speak Out

7:10 - 7:45p

Old Business:
 ADA Access – Sheri/Dan

7:45p

X
X
X
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X

Jeff Scrivener(CA)
Adam Scott(CA)
Marty Oltmanns(CA)
Shane Wolter(CA)
Dan Burns (CA)
Matt Lottes (CA)
Corey Woo(CA)

-None
-None
-George Mech
Spoke up about loving the CG pool and about the
crowding on Tu/Thu sometimes doubles and
tripled up.
Sheri came to speak about accommodations and
why she ruled the way she did in regards to Alan.
Alan has also agreed to share when lanes begin to
triple up.
At the meeting it was asked if we could try to have
him use the wall lane.
Ann’s Notes:
1. ADA accommodations for pool usage will only be
permitted during non-busy days of the week and nonbusy times of the day.
2. ADA accommodated users will utilize the wall lane
only.
3. An ADA accommodated swimmer will wait for a
space to open in the wall lane with the following
exception: the swimmer(s) in the wall
lane can be asked to move to another lap lane if only
a single swimmer is in the other lap lane. Swimmers
already present can't be forced to triple to give an
ADA accommodated swimmer sole possession of
wall lap lane.
4. The wall lane with an ADA accommodated
swimmer will be the last to double or triple, but it is
expected the wall lane would double if the other
lanes doubled, and triple if the other lanes tripled.
For the ADA accommodated swimmer at the
Columbia Gym pool the above rules would apply. His
accommodation is valid only on Tuesdays and
Thursdays between noon and 2 PM and only in the
pool's wall lane.
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Marty/Sheri’s Notes:
1. CA will review each accommodation request
and they will be limited to time’s CA feels we can
accommodate them that are non-peak hours.
2. We will speak to Alan about using the wall lane,
if he is agreeable we will have him use the wall
lane.
3. Just like now if the lanes are doubling or tripling
the ADA swimmer will need to share.
4. We will speak to Alan about changing to
Tuesday & Thursday’s. However we will not force
it on him as the accommodation is working right
now.


Additional Indoor Swim – Dan



Swim Center Renovations

-Dan spoke about the joint CA aquatics report
being done and with Allan Kittleman. He asked it
not to be released until Oakland Mills study was
completed to not show bias. Dan has asked Jane
Dembner to ask the county to move forward with
releasing the report.
None



7:50p

Action Items – Matt Lottes(Gym)

 Other
New Business:
 Close Dates
 Late Start Highschool


Matt agreed to work on changing the signage at
the gym.

Marty informed CAAC they are waiting on Howard
County to decide the School Calendar start date. If
they choose to start after Labor Day it will impact the
pool schedules with extended hours.
Also Highschool start times may change in 2018 and
will cause major changes the schedules indoor and
outdoor. We will find out at the end of February.

Monthly Reports:
 CA Update
Action Items:
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Adjournment
Next meeting is scheduled for Feb 21st,
2017, 7:00 pm location Maintenance
facility
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